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Nelson Mandela statue. Union Buildings Gardens. 2018. Graeme Willians.

Minding the gaps
The last year has been all about gaps.
Whether we have minded them or not
depends on a multitude of factors including
what has happened in and to our minds.
There is no doubt that the impact of the
pandemic has made its mark on all of us,
and will be indelible, in particular, for
children. Child workers are increasingly
reporting social difficulties, sleep disorders,
separation anxiety and acting out
behaviours, as well as concerning amounts
of abuse in homes. Gaps in learning are a
challenge for educators at all levels.
Gaps are also, in fact, often why patients
knock on our doors. Due to gaps, for
example, in consistent care; gaps that
come with and because of arrested
development; difficulties navigating age
and generational gaps; disturbances in
tolerating the gap between self and object;
being left alone to fend for ourselves in
a gap, before we are ready. Gaps can
be hazardous: ‘mind the gap’ cautions a
disembodied voice as you step off the train
when travelling on London’s Underground.
More contextually relevant is the terrible
chasm in our own country between the
rich and poor. Covid and all its variants has
ushered in an even starker landscape where
people are falling between the gaps every
day, every night, every minute.
As we say so often in this newsletter, we
have to hold onto hope. Synonyms for
‘gaps’ include: pauses [to catch one’s
breath], chinks [in armour which can be
good or bad depending on which way you
look at it]; crevices [to find a foothold, or
handhold], cracks [where light can shine
through]; and spaces [to look around, and
to think]. The IPCP offers a Certificate in
Observational Studies and Therapeutic
Skills with Children which is designed to fill
a gap in the training of South African child
mental health workers. The course offers
a psychoanalytically-informed approach
and comprises three modules: infant
observation, psychoanalytic theory (four
courses), work discussion/clinical seminar.
We provide in-depth learning opportunities
to help children enhance their emotional,
and psychosocial development.
We are fortunate to have been, over
decades, supported and supervised by
many people including experienced UK
child and adolescent psychotherapists.
However, it is imperative that we forge our
own contextually-relevant set of training
pathways in South Africa. As we move
into the future we encourage and support
mental health workers working with
children, to deepen their knowledge, and

contact

“Becoming the authors of our own authority means trusting
enough to continue leaving our certainties behind. Where this
may take us is somewhere that we cannot envisage from where
we are now. We have to risk living it.”

thought

— Michael Parsons (2016)
upskill so as to be able to become the next
generation of teachers and supervisors.
To find out how to do this, go on reading
this issue of the read thread. If you need
inspiration to walk along what can seem
like a long road, look up and put one foot
in front of the other.

Growing and growing
There is another opportunity to learn
the rare art of infant observation in
Johannesburg. Belinda Spalding-Jones’s
new group filled up in record time and
now one run by Katharine Frost begins in
March/April.
Members of the IPCP’s infant observation
groups observe an infant in its own home,
in interaction with family members, from
birth for two years. The weekly visits are
an hour long and include the training of
the observer in disciplined observation.
The perspective adopted is mainly
psychoanalytic but literature in child
development research is referred to where
appropriate. The weekly seminar has five
or six members allowing each member to
follow the early development of a number
of babies over two years.
To find out more or book your space
contact Katharine Frost at kf.ububele@
gmail.com

Newsletter Editor – Frances Williams – francesw@iafrica.com

Enriching our minds
Third time — but now very lucky! Due to
Covid-19 we have had twice to postpone
our plans to hold a memorial function
for Trevor Lubbe. Child and adolescent
psychotherapist, Trevor was actively
involved with the IPCP on all levels. Our
original wish: an event in a beautiful
garden, with wonderful food, wine and
music.
Our reality: the establishment of an
annual Trevor Lubbe Memorial Lecture.
As hard-pushed as we are, sometimes, to
face reality, we can discover unexpected
riches. We have the good fortune to have
esteemed psychoanalyst Donald Campbell
presenting his paper to us, On PseudoNormality: an adolescent’s struggle with
his sexuality identity, as the first memorial
lecture.
When: Thursday 18 March
Time: 19h00-21h00 CAT

facts

Where: Zoom
Cost: R300 (R150 students)
CPD: 2 points applied for
RSVP or POP: sableleicher@gmail.com/
louiseop2@gmail.com
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Infant Observation
Introduction Workshop
Planning on doing an infant observation
in the future? Come and get a look, a feel
and a taste of it on Friday 7 May; 08h3012h00. On Zoom, child and adolescent
psychotherapists Terri Blaszkiewicz
(currently based in Cape Town) and
Becky Hall (UK-based) will explain and
demonstrate why this experience is not to
be missed and how it can be used in your
clinical work and applied settings. This will
be illuminated by a presentation by Becky
of her paper Holding Difference in Mind.
For more info: Terri Blaszkiewicz on 079
769 0828 or terriblasz@gmail.com

Money matters
These are the banking details for any JHB
courses. Please reference your payment
properly. Payment confirms your place.
Nowadays you’ll receive a Zoom link.
Name: IPCP | Bank: Standard Bank | Branch:
Killarney 007205 | Account no: 023193956
Ref: Course + Name | POP: louiseop2@
gmail.com

meet

Introducing Theodora
Manolopoulou who will be
teaching our Freud course
this year. Theodora lives in
London working in child and adolescent
mental health services as a child and
adolescent psychotherapist. Through her
clinical work and doctoral research at
UCL she specialises in Looked After and
Adopted Children. Other work experience
includes: Early Years Education, Evelina
London Children’s Hospital and Sure Start
Children’s Centres. Theodora has also been
actively engaged with charity organisations
such as Streetwise Opera, Mind, and
overseas community projects in Kenya,
Greece and Lebanon.
In the six seminars Theodora will
cover Freud’s original and fascinating
understandings of Infantile Sexuality,
Puberty, the Dissolution of the Oedipus
Complex, Dreams, Narcissism, Mourning
and Melancholia. The theoretical
understandings will be illustrated with
clinical material from Freud’s case studies.
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parts of the whole
The IPCP offers a Certificate in
Observational Studies and Therapeutic
Skills with Children which is designed to
fill a gap in the training of South African
child mental health workers. The course
offers a psychoanalytically-informed
approach to workers and comprises
three modules: infant observation,
psychoanalytic theory (four courses),
work discussion/clinical seminar. A paper
for each module needs to be written and
passed to obtain the IPCP Certificate.
Note: We have added some electives to
our basket of offerings. And also excitingly
the Training Committee has endorsed
Ububele’s Monday seminars as another
option for the clinical seminar component
of the Certificate.

“ ..by doing analysis and
refraining from attempts thought
to ‘cure’ the patient,
the analyst is recognising
that the patient has a mind
of his own.”
— Robert Caper (1999)

Elective courses 2021
Going:
Back by popular demand, the six seminar
workshop Personality Development and
its links with Psychoanalytic Thought led
by child and adolescent psychotherapist
Beverley Tydeman.

The IPCP is an accredited CPD provider and
points can be attained from participating.
We always offer a limited amount of
reduced rate spaces. So if you are a
student ensure you book speedily!

In its second year, The Kleinian
Development led by child and adult
psychoanalyst Karen Proner. The focus on
Melanie Klein’s The Narrative of a Child
Analysis, offers a wonderful opportunity
for those wanting to understand and
deepen their knowledge of Klein’s theories
and practice.

Theory Courses 2021

Coming:

Gathered up — our theory teachers for
this year will broaden your theoretical
knowledge and deepen your clinical
practice. Make sure you don’t forget your
new year’s resolutions and put at least one
of these courses in your diary for this year.

Ethics: Gender diversity in children
Saturday 12 June — 09h00-12h00

Time: 19h00-21h00

Following on from the two IPCP workshops
last year, which attracted much interest
and attention, and as this is such a
controversial area of practice, we are
planning carefully. The IPCP is not aligned
to one particular viewpoint — of which
there are many — but sees its role as
facilitating open discussion.

Cost: R2 500 (students/interns R1 250)

Advocacy: Violence towards children

CPD: 12 (will be applied for)

Saturday 21 August — 09h00-12h00

Klein

Enough is Enough, was last year’s
workshop’s theme. Abuse and violence
towards children has increased
significantly since South Africa’s first
lockdown a year ago. With increasing
cases being reported to the Teddy Bear
Clinic, and all of our child centres, we are
committed to continuing to advocate for
the protection and safety of children.

Freud
Led by: Theodora Manolopolouos
Dates: May; 5, 12, 19, 26; June 2, 9

Led by: Nina Wessels
Dates: June; 15, 22, 29; July; 6, 13, 20, 27
Time: 19h30-21h00
Cost: R2 500 (students/interns R1 250)
CPD: 12 (will be applied for)
Winnicott
Led by: Nichi Casati
Dates: August; 18, 25; Sep; 1, 8, 16, 22

Watch this and the normal spaces for
more info.

Time: 19h00-21h00
Cost: R2 500 (students/interns R1 250)
CPD: 12 (will be applied for)
Bion
Led by: Katharine Frost and Richard Parry
Dates: October; 4, 11, 18, 25; Nov; 1, 8
Time: 19h00-21h00
Cost: R2 500 (students/interns R1 250)
CPD: 12 (will be applied for)
Contact: For all courses e-mail Louise
Oppenheim at louiseop2@gmail.com
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Heimann. P. Ed.
Tonnessmann. M. (1989).
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The words to say it
As noted earlier one of the requirements
for obtaining an IPCP Certificate is that
a paper for each module needs to be
written.
In order to encourage you to write your
Theory Paper and to process and integrate
your learnings, the IPCP is running a free
of charge workshop —
Beverley Tydeman:
Introduction to Writing Theory Papers
Thursdays 15 and 22 April
19h30-21h00
For more on-going writing support there
will be an option to form a Theory Writing
Group. Potentially this would be four
sessions across four months of this year
from 19h30-21h00; the 2nd Thursday of the
decided-upon months; R300 per seminar.
Two other potential writing seminars are
in the planning stages. These with MaryAnne Tandy to help you to write your
Infant Observation Paper and/or Clinical
Seminar Paper — both requirements
towards the Certificate.
Writing is a stimulating and rewarding
process. Obtaining an IPCP Certificate
is a reflection of a deep commitment
to clinical work with children and their
families and is a way also to become a
teacher or trainer yourself. The IPCP is
committed to this process and will help in
any ways that it can.
For more information: Irene Chait on
ichait@tiscali.co.za

thought

“Everything depends on
what we would rather do
than change.”

— Adam Phillips, Missing Out:
In Praise of the Unlived Life. (2012)

Parents. Help!
Working with parents/caregivers is a part
of all therapeutic interventions offered
to children. The relationship with parents
has an impact on the child’s therapy
and can hinder or enhance it. There are
many dilemmas, challenges, pitfalls and
victories that therapists encounter whilst
working with parents. Through relevant
psychodynamically-focused readings and
in-depth discussions, these challenges are
interrogated and understood more deeply,
so that parents’ role in the therapy can be
more clearly understood and worked with.
The monthly reading group is interactive
and includes a live supervision of a clinical
case of one of the group. The group’s
supervisor is Nina Wessels, an experienced
child psychotherapist who has worked in
child and adolescent mental health teams
and in school settings. She is currently
the team manager of the clinical team in
the Child and Family Department of the
Tavistock Centre, London.
When: March-November,
third Tuesday of the month
Time: 20h00-21h30

Ububele currently runs four specialised
clinical supervision spaces facilitated by
experts within the particular fields.
Mondays — 12h15-13h30
1

Learning Difficulties & Complex Needs
— Eleni Zacharia

2

Under 5s — Beverley Tydeman

3

Latency — David Hadley

4

Adolescence — Antje Netzer-Stein

As mentioned in this newsletter, these
spaces count towards the Clinical Seminar
component of the IPCP’s Certificate — if
you are training for the Certificate then
you have to attend all four (i.e. weekly
supervision).
For more details about these brilliant
learning opportunities e-mail Sherylene
Ganesh at sherylene6@icloud.com
[3]

Ububele’s upcoming training courses for
professionals and caregivers include:
l The Introduction to Working with the
Caregiver-Infant relationship is a oncea-week, eight-week training course that
provides caregiving professionals (nannies,
nurses, social workers, child and youth care
workers, orphanage staff, etc.) with an
introduction to infant and perinatal mental
health. This course examines the parent/
caregiver-infant relationship and gives
participants an understanding of attachment
and infant development.
When: Every Friday 16 April-4 June
Time: 09h00-12h30
Where: Zoom
Cost: R2 000/person
Contact: Esther Chunga on esther@ububele.
org
l For parents and caregivers, Ububele is
also running an internationally-recognised
Circle of Security Parenting programme.
An eight-week course that encourages
building healthy attachment relationships,
understanding the needs of young children,
and helping parents to reflect on their own
struggles with parenting, as well as looking
at their experiences of being parented.
When: Every Monday 3 May-21 June

facts

Venue: Zoom
Cost: R1 800
Contact: Hayley Haynes at
hayleylisahaynes@gmail.com

Understandings

From the start of life

Giving
The South African Psychoanalytical
Initiative (Sapi) is calling for colleagues to
offer a weekly pro bono clinical session to
its Johannesburg Low Fee Service. This can
be face to face in your clinical setting or
virtual over WhatsApp or Zoom. In return
it offers volunteer therapists rich and
stimulating clinical and theoretical input
and supervision.
“The Low Fee Service offers psychoanalytical input where our country most
needs it: in our poorer communities. Our
commitment is not only to psychoanalysis
but also to offering a service that engages
with race and racialisation and the impact
of apartheid on our internal worlds. Racism
impacts us at every level, whether we be
patients or clinicians.”
Contact Sue Levy on: levysuelevy@gmail.
com

Time: 17h00-19h00
Where: Zoom
Cost: R2 500/person or R4 000/couple
Contact: Nicki Dawson at nicki@ububele.org
l Join psychologists and parent-infant
specialists Katharine Frost and Nicki Dawson
on Friday mornings for three weeks for
professional training in The Newborn
Behavioural Observation (NBO) system.
Training in the NBO includes the careful
observation of 18 newborn capacities
and behavioural adaptations prominent
from birth to the third month of life. It is
designed to be easy to use and is a helpful
tool for obstetric, midwifery, mental health,
paediatric, occupational therapy, speech
therapy, nursing and general practice
professionals who work with parents during
the crucial perinatal period.
When: Every Friday 3-17 September
Time: 08h30-14h00
Where: TBC
Cost: R5 000/person
Contact: Nicki Dawson on nicki@ububele.org
All Ububele’s paid-for parenting and
therapy services help fund their free
services to disadvantaged families in
Alexandra township.

*

L—i—n—k—e—d in
The IPCP’s mailing list has grown at
such a rapid rate that it is no longer
possible for us to send out notifications
via our e-mail account. In light of this
we have created an IPCP Google Group
which allows for a greater number of
people to receive updates from us.
To ensure you stay connected to us
make sure you join. Any queries and to
ensure you are on our e-mail list send a
note to ipcpinstitute@gmail.com

“Music is the space
between the notes.”

thought

— Claude Debussy quoted
by Thomas Ogden in
Reverie and Interpretation:
sensing something human. (1999)

Clearing,
by Martha Postlethwaite
Do not try to save
the whole world
or do anything grandiose.
Instead, create

Good Reads

a clearing

A Biopolar Journey – torment
and triumph: an autobiography.
(2020). By Vic Rodseth.

in the dense forest
of your life
and wait there
patiently,

Johannesburg-based clinical
psychologist Sheila Vanderplank
comments:
“In his inspiring memoir, Victor
Rodseth describes the torment and
the triumph of his bipolar struggle.
With singular courage and honesty,
he exposes the harm inflicted on
himself, particularly in his depression,
and on others when in the manic
state.
Yet despite the ineluctable power
of this inheritance, Rodseth’s life
force surpasses even the darkest
times. He is able to access a wealth
of creativity, an eagerness to risk
new challenges and an extraordinary
capacity for reaching out to, and
nurturing, that which makes his life
meaningful.
“Despite the fear of social stigma
attached to the diagnosis of bipolar,
Rodseth has not only sought
professional help but also shares his
profound insights with the reader. He
also makes concrete suggestions for
self-help in the appendices.
“I highly recommend A Bipolar
Journey – torment and triumph.
It is an important and inspiring
contribution to the understanding
of, and help for bipolar sufferers,
their families and indeed anyone
interested in the human mind.”
Available to download/ buy here:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/
B08QLFFZZN

until the song
that is your life
falls into your own cupped hands
and you recognize and greet it.
Only then will you know
how to give yourself
to this world
so worthy of rescue.

Open Mined
The Atlas of Emotion (http://
atlasofemotions.org) was commissioned by
the Dalai Lama. “In order to find the new
world we needed a map, and in order for
us to find a calm mind we need a map of
our emotions”.
Says the website: ‘The simple, but not
easy, goal of this Atlas is to help us be
aware of our emotions. Awareness of our
emotions means understanding how they
are triggered, what they feel like and how
we respond. Awareness itself is a strategy,
it helps us understand our emotion
experiences. We do not want to get rid of
our emotions, we want strategies that help
us respond in helpful, constructive ways.
Lots of resources are given that address
the development of emotion awareness
through contemplative practices,
education, and embodiment. One:
Cultivating Emotional Balance, a training
requested by the Dalai Lama in 2000 and
created by Paul Ekman, Alan Wallace, and
lead by Eve Ekman and Ryan Redman.

https://www.mindfulnessassociation.net/words-of-wonder/clearing-martha-postlethwaite/

Getting writing together
Whether you are doing your IPCP Certificate or conceiving or growing a writing project
that is psychoanalytic in nature, here is an opportunity worth considering run by Thom
Burkhalter and Clint van der Walt:
“We are in the process of reconstituting an analytic, reflexive writing group and are
looking for interested new participants to join. The group (around six members) is a
psychodynamically orientated entity that meets on a monthly basis, is fee-based, and
requires each participant to present their work as well as to read the work of others.
As such, each participant would be required to have a specific, formal writing task in
mind. The group moved online with the coming of Covid. This has worked well and it
was decided to continue future groups in this form — which opens membership to writers
from different parts of the country or from abroad. The group members should be
prepared to commit for at least a year. During the presentation of work, the technical,
conceptual and emotional elements of the writing process may be examined for the
purposes of supporting each group member’s specific writing task, with the aim of
learning from the experience of one another in a structured supportive environment.”
Interested? Contact Thom at thomb@mweb.co.za or Clint at psypractice@mweb.
co.za

IPCP Chairs

Institute for Psychodynamic
Child Psychotherapy

Gauteng: Irene Chait | ichait@tiscali.co.za
Cape: Terri Blaszkiewicz | terriblasz@gmail.com
KwaZulu-Natal: Bev Miles | mlsbev001@gmail.com
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